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New Safety Recall Advanced Communication – 57A 
 
FCA US LLC (FCA US) has announced a safety recall on certain Central Vision Park 
Assist Modules (CVPAMs) part numbers 68606053AA, 68382435AE, 68382435AF, 
68606048AA, 68606048AB, 68606048AC, 68382478AI, 68382478AJ, 68606025AA, 
68606025AB, 68606025AC, 68426135AG, 68606051AA, 68606051AB, 68606051AC, 
04672884AF, and 04672884AG, intended for use on some 2022 through 2023 Model 
Year (WL) Jeep® Grand Cherokee and 2021 through 2023 Model Year (WL) Jeep® 
Grand Cherokee L and 2022 through 2023 Model Year (WS) Wagoneer and Grand 
Wagoneer vehicles. 
 
REASON FOR THIS SAFETY RECALL 
Some of the above CVPAMs may contain software that may prevent the camera signal 
from passing through to the media screen under certain conditions. If installed in a 
vehicle, the vehicle operator will notice that the rearview image is not displayed if 
attempting to reference the image while backing. If this warning is not heeded, backing 
up without verifying it is safe to do so could lead to an increased risk of injury to people 
outside the vehicle. 
 
The condition described above does not comply with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard (FMVSS) No. 571.111 S6.2.6 requires that "The rear visibility system default 
to the rearview image being visible and meet the requirements of FMVSS No. 571.111 
S6.2.1 (field of view) and S6.2.2 (image size) at the beginning of each backing event, 
regardless of any modifications to the field of view that the driver had previously 
selected." Vehicles with suspect CVPAMs may not display the rearview image during a 
backing event under certain conditions. 
 
SERVICE ACTION 
FCA US will conduct a voluntary safety recall on all affected parts to repurchase 
suspect CVPAMs. If installed on a vehicle, FCA US will reprogram the CVPAM. The 
remedy for this condition is not currently available.  Dealers will be notified of the launch 
of this safety recall by way of established communication methods. This recall is 
estimated to launch in 3rd Quarter of 2023. 
 
We ask that you please take the time to ensure that your personnel are aware of this 
communication and are prepared to execute a customer friendly process for inquiries 
regarding involved vehicles. 
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